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SAMPLE* ALGORITHM FOR HIGHLY INFECTIOUS PATIENT IN 
THE OPERATING ROOM 

 

*Location in example:  Designated Staging Room to Designated Procedure Room  

I. Pre-operative Phase for Highly Infectious Patient (HIP) 

A. Control Desk Supervisor/Charge nurse /Anesthesia Board Runner 

1. Activate the HIP Team 

 

a) HIP Intra-op Team:  

(1) Anesthesia Provider 

(2) Anesthesia Tech 

(3) Circulating Registered Nurse (RN) 

(4) Scrub Tech (ST) 

(5) House Physician (HP) 

(6) MSA (Medical Surgical Assistant) 

(7) Physician Assistant (PA) (dependent on what kind 

of procedure) 

 

b) HIP Transport Team  

(1) Anesthesia Provider 

(2) RN 

(3) Anesthesia Tech 
 

c) Safety Observer/Staging RN  

 

2. Call House Supervisor/Nurse Supervisor (Designee) for N-95 

mask allocation 
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B. HIP Surgical Team Pre-Procedural Huddle 

 

C. HIP Transport Team will complete patient assessment and verify that 

documentation is correct and complete for surgery. 

 

D. Transport Guidelines  

1. Upon receiving request, Transport RN will call unit to notify 

them of expected pick up time to allow Unit RN time to prepare 

patient. 

 

2. Transport Team will receive verbal report from the Unit Nurse 

upon arrival to the unit. 

 

3. Unit Nurse or Clinical Partner places surgical mask on the 

patient and prepares for transport. 

 

4. Transport Team will don Level 1 PPE - gown, gloves, goggles, 

and surgical mask prior to entering the patient’s room. 

 

5. Transport Team will hand off patient to the OR team, transport 
team does not enter OR room (designated procedure room) 

 

a) For Intubated Patients:  

(1) Use a portable ventilator and attached HEPA Filter 

on the ET Tube before transferring from patient room to 

designated procedure room. 

(2) Team should wear surgical mask and gloves  

(3) Individuals that will provide direct patient care 

during transport may use additional level I PPE (i.e. 

N-95, gown & goggles/face shield) if indicated (e.g. 

airway/ventilator management) 
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b) For Non-Intubated Patient:  

(1) Patient must wear surgical mask 

(2) Transport team will wear level I PPE 

 

E. Upon arrival designated procedure room, Transport RN will notify 

Circulating RN of arrival and provide report via phone 

 

F. Once arrived to designated procedure room, Intra-op Team will 

retrieve the patient 
 

G. ALL unsterile Intra-op Team members will transfer the patient from 

stretcher to OR Bed and assist with positioning 

 

H. MSA in the room must strip the bed/stretcher and clean the 

stretcher/ bed thoroughly (TOP TO BOTTOM) with Oxycide observing 

the correct contact time (5 minutes) 
 

I. Push the OR Bed/ Stretcher outside the room (another MSA must 

receive the bed and placed it in the hallway) 
 

J. Intra-op Team Special Considerations  

1. Must don full Level 2 PPE (See Donning Checklist Appendix B) 

2. Receive patient from the Transport Team 

3. Make sure all supplies, trays, equipment and other items 

needed for the case are in the room before receiving the 

patient 
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II. Intra-operative Phase for HIP  

A. Circulating RN Special Considerations 

1. If additional items are needed, call Staging Room RN on their 

ASCOM 

2. Retrieve requested other supplies/instruments from the Ante 

Room once phone call received from Staging Room RN 

3. If case requires specimens (i.e., frozen sections) to be sent out, 

place item(s) on wire cart in the Ante Room and call Staging 

Room RN 

4. Specimen should be double-bagged and labeled to alert 

Pathology staff that specimen is from “Highly Infectious 

Patient” 
 

B. ST and HP  

1. Keep sterile upon patient arrival 
 

C. Intra-op MSA  

1. Assist Circulating RN and other delegated task 
 

D. Intra-op Anesthesia Tech 

1. Assist anesthesia provider and other delegated task 
 

E. Designated Staging Room RN Special Considerations 

1. PPE not required unless entering and exiting Ante Room to 

obtain/drop off supplies or specimens, then don/doff gloves 

and mask (no gown required) 

2. Call pathologist prior to drop-off to alert that there is a HIP 

specimen in the Frozen Room  

3. Bring specimen to Frozen Section Room 
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4. Place any requested items on wire cart in the Ante Room and 

call Operating Room phone to notify Circulating RN that items 

have been delivered  
 

III. Post-operative Phase for HIP 

A. Patients that are to remain intubated will be recovered in ICU 

 

B. Patients that are extubated at the end of the case will be recovered in 

the OR by the Anesthesia provider until Phase I Recovery Criteria is 

met and patient is stable for transport to appropriate level of care  

 

C. Intra-op ST 

1. Maintain operative table sterility until patient is ready for 

transport 

2. Wipe down instrumentation with no visible bioburden and 

while patient is in the procedure room ST is to maintain 

operative field sterility 

 

D. Circulating RN 

1. Specimen Handling - Follow same specimen procedure as above 

 

E. Anesthesia Tech 

1. Begin preparation for patient and assist anesthesia provider as 

necessary 
 

IV. Post-operative Phase for HIP- Patient Transport Preparation 

A. Anesthesia Providers 

1. Provide report to receiving LIP 

2. Prepare patient for transport 
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B. Anesthesia Tech 

1. Prepare patient for transport 

2. Will help clean high touch surfaces 

3. Perform Doffing (See Doffing Checklist Appendix C) 

4. Don Level 1 PPE 

5. Help in transferring patient from OR bed to stretcher/patient 

bed 
 

C. Circulating RN 

1. Give Report to the receiving Unit Nurse via phone  

2. Call OR Control to activate Transport Team  

3. Will help clean high touch surfaces 

4. Perform Doffing (See Doffing Checklist Appendix C) 

5. Don Level 1 PPE 

6. Help in transferring patient from OR bed to stretcher/patient 

bed 
 

D. Intra-op ST  

1. Spray instruments at the point of use with copious amounts of 

spray  

2. Secure all sharps 

3. Leave instruments on back table 

4. Will help clean high touch surfaces  

5. Perform Doffing (See Checklist) 

6. Don Level 1 PPE 

7. Help in transferring patient from OR bed to stretcher/patient 

bed 
 

E. Intra-op MSA 

1. Clean high touch areas 

2. Perform Doffing (See Doffing Checklist Appendix C) 

3. Don Level 1 PPE 
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4. Help in transferring patient from OR bed to stretcher/patient 

bed 
 

V. Post-operative Phase for HIP- Room Cleaning (Initial UV 

Disinfection) 

A. Anesthesia Tech 

1.  Don Level 1 PPE 

2. Removed the ABS system from the anesthesia machine 

3. Place all components on table 

4. UV Light Disinfection 
 

B. MSA  

1. Don Level 1 PPE 

2. Place UV light in designated procedure room for 10 minutes 

3. After 20 minutes (equivalent to 15 air exchanges), terminal 

cleaning to be initiated after instrumentation removed 

 

VI. Post-operative Phase for HIP- Room Cleaning (Post initial UV 

Disinfection) 

A. Surgical Tech 

1. Don Level 1 PPE 

2. Push 2 case carts inside designated procedure room 

3. Respray all instruments prior to transport 

4. Take cart to SPD Decontamination area with gloves, mask and 

goggles 

5. ST communicates Highly Infectious Patient instrumentation 

and/or scope is being dropped off in decontamination 
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B. Anesthesia Tech and MSA Initial Terminal Cleaning of Operating Room 

and Anesthesia Equipment 

1. Terminal cleaning as per AORN guidelines 

2. UV Disinfection post terminal cleaning, 20 minutes (no 

equipment that was used in the room other than anesthesia 

machine components and instrumentation is to leave the room 

prior to second UV Disinfection completion) 

3. Doff PPE 

4. Washes hands thoroughly 
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Appendix A 

***Operating Room Traffic Flow*** 

 

 

 

 

 

I. All supply and personnel must transfer into and out of the procedure room 

via the Ante Room 

a. Perimeter door to designated Procedure Room is ONLY for patient, 

bed, and case cart entry/exit 

b. Staff is to enter/exit through designated Staging Room Perimeter 

Door 

II. Only one door to the Ante Room may be open at a time 

  

Staging Room 

Positive Air Flow 

 

Procedure Room 

Positive Air Flow 

 

Ante Room 

 

 
Doffing Zone 
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Appendix B 

Donning Checklist for “Space Suit” with Surgical Hood and N-95 Mask Respirator Ensemble 
 

Preparations for Donning in Clean Area - Prior to donning the 
PPE all staff will: 

 

o Ensure all PPE components are available and carefully inspected 

o Ensure adequate hydration and restroom addressed 

o Remove all personal items worn or carried (watches, ID badges, cell phones, pens, jewelry, 
ASCOM etc.) 

o Secure hair under a surgical cap  

o Secure eyeglasses in proper position or remove them before donning if safe to do so 

o Change into surgical scrubs or disposable garments available in clean area 

o Perform hand hygiene with soap/water or alcohol based hand rinse and allow hands to dry 

o Trained Observer reviews the “Safety Word” with the team and the actions to take if it’s used 

Donning Steps: 
 

 
1. Don “Ortho Boots” 

VII. Don ortho boots and fasten securely to prevent sliding down  

 

2. Apply your respiratory protection 

Don an N-95 mask respirator and perform a seal check 

 
3. Don the separate protective head covering – “Surgical Helmet” 

Place the surgical helmet onto your head and adjust the knob for comfort over the N-95 

head bands. Hang the power pack on your waistband. For sterile staff – Perform Surgical 

Hands scrub for surgery. Staff that is to be sterile - Perform usual procedure for donning 

hood cover, but note that one (1) additional set of sterile gloves is required. 

Place the hood cover up to the front of the plastic head piece while holding the edges of 

the plastic face shield. Apply the notch in the plastic face shield to the hook on the front of 

the head piece. Once face portion is secure pull the hood portion over your head (it should 

cover the plastic fan/light). Adjust it for full coverage, comfort and good visibility – observer 

to help adjust the back portion if needed.  

 
4. Don your inner layer of gloves 

Don the inner layer of sterile gloves – all personnel to use sterile gloves or “high cuffed” 

gloves NOT regular exam gloves.  Inner layer gloves will go UNDER the gown.  
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(Donning steps continued on reverse) 

Donning Checklist for “Space Suit” with Surgical Hood and N-95 Mask Respirator Ensemble cont’d 
 
 

5. Don sterile level 4 gown  

Being careful not to contaminate the gown or gloves (if sterile), put your arms into the 

sleeves and don the sterile gown ensuring the neck/collar portion of the gown covers the 

lower portion of the hood. Tie to close the gown in the front while trained observer secures 

the back. Observer then must inspect the suit for any openings and replace it if damaged 

while donning. Clothing underneath should not be visible.  

 
6. Don the outer layer of gloves 

Don the outer layer of sterile gloves and bring the cuffs over top of the gown sleeves (so 

the inner gloves are under the sleeves and outer gloves are over the sleeves). 

 

7. Prepare the Ioban Drape to seal 

Prepare two (2) strips of Ioban, cut two (2) inches wide, and set them to use when sealing 

your outer gloves in place.  

 
8. Seal each outer glove to its gown sleeve 

Take one (1) of the Ioban pre-cut strips and seal it around the forearm where the glove cuff 

meets the sleeve (this is to prevent fluids from entering under the gloves and so that the outer 

glove comes off with the gown during doffing, but inner glove remains). Repeat the process to 

seal the glove on the opposite arm. 

 
9. Perform the “Range of Motion Fit Test” followed by the Trained Observer’s inspection. 

 With all PPE in place (being mindful to remain sterile if applicable) perform 

movements to ensure proper range of motion without causing damage to the PPE 

coverage. 

 
 The Observer will then perform a 360o “head to toe” inspection to confirm PPE 

integrity, proper application and complete coverage. 

 
 If any PPE is damaged or displaced during the fit test replace it with new PPE and 

repeat the fit test and Trained Observer’s final inspection. 
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Appendix C 
 

Doffing Checklist for “Space Suit” with Ortho Hood and N-95 Mask Respirator Ensemble 
 

Doffing Steps: 
 

1. Trained Observer reviews the “Safety Word” and expected actions if it’s used: Observer 

monitors all activities and uses the safety word to quickly warn staff to avoid reflexive motions 

that could result in exposure. When used, staff should immediately “freeze” in position and 

carefully follow the instructions given by the Observer. Observer is to be in LEVEL ONE (1) PPE 

to be prepared to assist during doffing if needed. Remember that the dry time must be 

observed when disinfecting gloves between steps.  

 

2. Inspect the PPE ensemble for contamination or damage: Use approved disinfect wipes to 

remove any visible contamination or disinfect any damaged PPE, then disinfect your gloves 

once completed. 

 

3. Doff the gown:  Grasp the gown in the front and pull away from your body so that the ties 

break, touching outside of gown only with gloved hands. (DO NOT handle the gown’s inner 

surfaces with your outer gloves, these areas must remain clean). If any difficulty occurs the 

Trained Observer will assist you in removing the gown safely. While removing the gown, fold 

or roll the gown inside out into a bundle. The outer gloves should come off at the same time 

with the sleeves leaving the inner gloves in place. If any difficulty occurs the Trained Observer 

will assist you. Place gown and outer gloves in waste container. Once completed disinfect 

your gloves.  

 

4. Remove the orthopedic hood: Bend forward at the waist and grasp the protected area over 

the back of the orthopedic hood. With eyes closed to protect them, remove the orthopedic 

hood cover with a forward and downward motion (away from the face and body). Place in 

waste container.  Once completed disinfect your gloves. 
 

5. Trained Observer reinforces safety precautions: The Trained Observer reminds the staff 

member to avoid reflexively touching unprotected areas while removing the PPE, and confirms 

that they understand. 

 

6. Inspect and disinfect your inner gloves: Inspect inner gloves for any damage. If gloves are 

intact: disinfect them and go to the next step. If gloves are damaged: disinfect the damaged 

area first, then the remainder of both gloves and then remove them. The Trained Observer will 

provide alcohol hand rinse and clean gloves. Apply alcohol hand rinse to bare hands, allow 

them to dry, then don clean gloves and proceed to the next step. 
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(Doffing steps continued on reverse) 
 

Doffing Checklist for “Space Suit” with N-95 Mask Respirator and Face Shield Ensemble (cont’d) 

 

 

7. Doff the Surgical Helmet: With eyes closed to protect them, remove the Surgical Helmet off 

head and place on designated area for disinfecting ( Follow Manufacturer’s Recommendation) 

– observer to assist to disconnect the power cable plug and hand to individual doffing (being 

mindful not to touch individual). Both individuals to disinfect gloves – observer to discard 

gloves, sanitize hands, and don new pair of exam gloves.  

 

8. Doff the “Ortho boots”: Positioned near the chair at the line between doffing and clean areas, 

advice the Observer that you are ready to sit.  They will stabilize the chair while you sit with 

your feet remaining in the doffing zone. Start with the RIGHT leg boot to facilitate movement 

into clean zone. Handling the boot with the clean, inner gloves, bring the boot downward, 

inside out and off- place RIGHT foot in clean zone. Place boot in waste container. Disinfect 

gloves. Repeat the process for the LEFT boot that is still in the doffing zone. Handle 

contaminated PPE carefully to prevent contact with unprotected areas. 

 

9. Perform hand hygiene and glove change:  Now standing in the clean zone, following disposal of 

the PPE disinfect both gloves and then remove them.  Use alcohol (Sterilium) hand scrub and 

new exam gloves from the clean area. 
 

10. Remove the N-95 Mask: Carefully grasp the front of the mask with gloves (away from skin 

and hair). Bending forward at the waist, with eyes closed to protect them, remove the mask 

with a forward and downward motion, away from the face and body. Once removed, disinfect 

and then remove the gloves, apply alcohol hand scrub to bare hands and perform scrub from 

fingertips to elbows (90 sec), allow them to dry completely. Lastly, proceed to the clean 

supply area to change into a fresh pair of surgical scrubs.  

 


